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FOREWWN

This report was presented to the Fourth Sysaoi= an

Temperature, Its Measurement and Control in Science

and Industry, Columbus, Ohio, March 29, 196'ý.

ABSTRACT

The fundamental relations governing radiati-:e transfer

are briefly reviewed, and the methods of relating the

observed spectral radiance of a gaseous source to its

intrinsic properties are outlined. The inhomogeneous

character of rocket exhaust jets is illustrated. De-

scriptions are given of several unique inst:-uemto for

making quantitative spectroscopic measureimto of exhaust

radiation: a "Telespectrograph," for measuring spectral

radiance in the ultraviolet and visible; an "Infrared

Spectral and Total Teleradiomoter" for sinalar measure-

ments in the infrared; a "Photographic Pyroister" and a

"Two-Path Spectral Radiometer" for two-path easuremets

of gas temperature and spectral etissivity. Typical re-

sults obtained with the various instrwments are prseseted

and discussed.
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INTRODUCTI QI

Knowledge of the temperature and radiative propprties of the exhaust jet*

from modern rocket engines is useful for many purposes,ranging from the

study of combustion processes to long-range detection of ballistic mis-

siles. Such information, in practice, can only coume from direct measure-

ments of the spectral radiance of the exhaust products. However, there

are a number of specific problems encountered in making quantitative

spectroscopic measuremente in conjunction with rocket engine operations.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss these problems, to describe

several of the unique spectroscopic instruments developed at Rocketdyne

for mahing such measurements, and to present and interpret some typical

results obtained with Lhese instruments.

REVIEW OF BASIC PRINCIPLES

The methods of relating the spectral radiance of a homogeneous, therm-

ally equilibrated gaseous source to its temperature are well known and

have been discussed in detail by Penner (Ref. 1), Broida (Ref. 2), and

otherr. Nevertheless, since the degree to which measurements of spee-

tral radiance possess meaning depends so greatly on their proper intor-

nvrtrtin,, in liaht ,f thbn t pafr-lar e.xperimental Aonditiqrs, a brief

review of the basic relations might be appropriate at this point. The

notation to be used will essentially follow the r~commendations of Bell

The fundamental equation of radiative transfer, e.-presved in integral

form in terms of the spectral radiance: the radit it poweor pr unit area

of the source per unit wavelength interval Into urit solid nle• ob-

served along a particular line of sight Is (Ret. 4)

RR 61-9
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= J(j) p(s) exp - k(k) p(s) d] ds (1)

0 0

where N is th.e spectral radiance in direction s, j(X) and k(k) the

spertral emission and absorption coefficients, p(s) the concentration

of emitters, and L the geometrical depth of the emitting region. The emis-

sion coefficient for a gaseous source in local thermodynamic equilibrium

is given by Kirchhoff's law:

() k(X) No (T) (2)

where No (T) is the appropriate blackbody radiance for the local tea-

perature, T(s).

For a region of uniform temperature and emitter concentration: T(s)

const. and P (s) = const., Eq. 1 and 2 reduce to the Beer-Lambert

relation:

N = N)(T) { - exp -k( p (3)

where the quantity in the bracket is recognized as the spectral emis-

sivity*. Obviously, the use of an emissivity to characterize the

emissive ability of a radiating gaseous region is restricted to the case

where the temperature and concentration are invariant along the line of

,nitht through the region. It will be subsequently shown that in a

rocket exhaust jet, this condition is not generally met.

*Worthing'" recommendation (Ref. 5) that "emittance" be used as a nion-

dimensional expression of the emissive power of a body or system, and
"eamissivity" be restricted to describing an intrinsic property of a par-
ticular substance, has considerable merit and some current support. How-

ever, "emittance" it also in use as a dimensional expression of radiant
emission. To avoid confusion and in keeping with general usage, lemis-
sivity" will be retained in the present report.

2 P 61-9
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Actually, the spectral radiance, as expressed in Eq. 1 and 3, is not a

measurable quantity. The indications of a spectral radiometer can be re-

lated oniy to the saverage radiant power within a finite bandwidth,

whether defined by a slit opening or by the transmission of a filter. The

indicated radiance. N(X), can be expressed as

where 8X is the effective instrumental bandwidth which can be so de-

fined to account for the detector response, optical transmission, and

if necessary, the slit function.

The utility of Eq. 1 through 4, in relatiug the indications of a spectro-

scopic instrument to the temperature and emitter concentration of a gas-

eous source, is largely dependent on the character of the spectral ab-

sorption coefficient k(k). Gases radiate selectively as a consequence

of transitions in energy levels of vibrational, rotational, and elec-

tronic states; the absorption coefficient is a function of the transi-

tion probability, and for moderate pressures and path-lengths varies

rapidly in wavelength intervals frequently too small to be resolved by

the instrument in use. In this case, the "curve of growth," the ob-

servtd variation of indicaued radiance with the concentration of radiat-

ing gas and the path-length, will depart from Beer's law. As the pres-

curc and path-Irngth in the gas are Iaurem'etIt, i.hji tlividual linen in a

band will broaden and eventually overlap to produce radiation continuoW

in appearance over appreciable wavelength intervals. Solids and liqgida.

of course, radiate continuously over extremely wide ranges in vavelengtb.

A case of particular interest in rocketry is the radiation from a eloW

of solids; e.g., soot or metallic oxides, suspended in the gas strtes.

For particles of sizes on the order of a wavelength, the enission wA
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absorption of radiation again become selective, but with the absorption

,uefficient varying rather slowly with wavelength. For particles of

simple geometry and knoun properties, electromagnetic theory may be used

to caLculuI.P absorption coefficients as a function of particle size and

wavelength (Ref. 6). Alternately, empirical relations of the form

S(C)

have been found to be useful over limited ranges of wavelength (Ref.7).

EXHAUST JET CHARACTERISTICS

In order to properly interpret measurements of spectral radiance from a

rocket exhaust jet, account must be taken of the complex aerodynamic

structure of the jet and the consequent heterogeneity of the radiation

field. It may therefore be useful to also review briefly some of the

physical characteristics of such jets. An idealized representation of

aa exhaust jet is shown in Fig. 1A. The complPt.ly reacted products of

combustion enter the converging-diverging nozzle and expand to a super-

sonic velocity and a low pressure dependent primarily on the cross-

sectional area. A perfectly designed nozzle will discharge the exhaust

in a homogeneous parallel stream with a static pressure corresponding

to that at the "design altitude"; within certain bounds, a mismatch in

the exit pressure will result in an alternation of expansion and com-

pression, the standing waves associated with which form the character-

istic "Mach diamonds", a manifestation of largo gradients in temperatuir

and density across the jet. A further source of heterogeneity is chem-

ical reaction occurring in the mixing region; optimum performanc of a

rocket engine Is frequently round at propellant mixture ratios that

RIR 61-,4
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ot Rocktt Ehaust Jetm
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pr,,cuce large amounts of comlbustible gabes in the exhauqi. whbch then re-

act widh the -urrounding air. This "afterbtrning" often creates tempera-

*'~'*' .. -irabhiy greatPr than those in thP int.prior of the jet.

Ck.irly,. the region of the exhaust jet close to the nozzle exit is least

,affvctei by thes interactions with the ambient atmosphere. This region

, of most interest when radiation measuroments are related to engine

performancep it is also :ery important in studies of jet radiation at

very high altitudes. In the latter case, the exhaust plume, in expanding

to thp ambient pressure, is of much lower temperature, different struc-

ture, and greater size, as illustrated in Fig. 1B. However, at the noz-

zle exit, a conical region, defined by the locus of the vector sum of the

exhau~st velecity and the local acoustic velocity normal to the axis, re-

mains essentially invariant with altitude. Sea level measurements of the

spectral radiance of this undisturbed region of flow can therefore be

uiseful in estimating high-altitude emission.

..,Lhuugtb the nozzle exit region of the jet is usnlily free from the ex-

ternally induced heterogeneity. account must still be taken of gradients

in the interior. Source flov may be assumed in conical nozzles, in which

:%se the isotherms form spherical surfaces;' the gradient intercepted by

a normal at the n..zzle exit can easily he estimated. However, a con-

toured or "bell" noizle, which is generally much shorter (and hence

lighter) than one designed tor perfeztly uniform flow, may introduce sub-

stantial gradients in temperature, density, and velocity in the exhaust

which are much more difficult to determine.

In some instances, a further complication arises erom the fact that the

radiation measurement also represents a time integiation. The average

value of the radiance from even a homogeneous !i•ld varying uniformly

in time; e.g., a long t1dinal oscillation iL the ft-.%: field, would not

6 M 61-9
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,in g.z:c:" . '- an a',,. temperature; transverse oscillations

in -pinniug modes, the more freot, itly encountere.4 condition, create ad-

,h;,, id lt h~rr-•-ei t 'tin the ii.t-%aintaneous radiation field.

SPEURAL RXIM•TlORY

From the preceding discussion3, it is clear tha~t radiometric instruments

for studies of rocket exhaust radiation must be capable of resolving

spatially as well as spectral1#, i.e., the spectval radiance is the only

measurable quantity ameiable to interpretation - *erms of intrinsic

properties of the exhaust products. Accordingly, all of the instruments

to be described could be characterized as spectral radiometers, which

term herein implies a capability for measurement of spectral radiance.

However, the names selected were considered to be more appropriate for

describing their particular application. Four such instruments were de-

signed, constructed, and put into operation for various studies of rocket

exhaust emission at the Rocketdyne Propulsion Field Laboratory.

Telespectrograpb

Essentially, this instrument ronsists of a 1.5-meter photographic grat-

ing monochromator and a set of telescopic entrance optics in an arrange-

ment shown suhtmatically in Fig. 2. The radiation from the remote flame

is collected by the objective, an off-axis parabola, and brought to a

focus to produce a real image in a plane intersected by the "preslit," a

small, aluminized stripe 3n an otherwise clear piece of glass. The light

incident upon the stripe is reflezted and re-imaged on the slit of the

monochromator by mean.; of a quartz lens; the visible portion of the re-

mainder of the image passfs through the glass and a field lens and is

RR 61-4 7-t, 4. 5
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colll'ed by a camera, In thit manrer, a fiducial photograph of the

flame iq produced; the shadow of the "preslit" positively locates the

fie]d of vieu within !-he fiame under scruliny. T:-.ical fiducial phot.-

graphs are shown in Fig. 3.

The output of this inqtrumepa, is a spectrum on a photographic enrlsion;
0

it has a range of 2200 to 7800A with a re3olution of 0.31. Normal oper-

ation conqists of recording a spectrum during an engine operation and

calibrating immediately thoreafter. The -avelength scale is determined

by recording the spectrum of a mercury lamp on an adjacent portion of

the film. An abhzlute intensity calibration is obtained by similarly

recording several spectra from a standard source (in this cake a Lung-

sten ribbon lamp) set at temperatures spanning those of interest in the

flame. Reduction of the data starts with analysis using a microdensi-

tometer to produce a set of curves of photographic density vs wavelength

for the standard lamp and the flame. Knowledge of the brightness ten-

perature of the lamp at one wavelength (measured with an optical pyrom-

eter), and Lhe variation in spectral emissivity of the tungsten filament

with temperature and wavelength, then permits point-by-point calculation

of the absolute intensity of the light from the flame.

This instrument, like those to be described on the following pages, was

designed sc that radiation from both the ilame and the calibrating source

fill the Ii.uiL'u" aypet Lure of the yntem and the monochromator slit which

defines the field of view. Since the area of the slit projected on the

source will vary directly as the square of the range, the inverse-square

loss is exactly compensated, and the iodications of the instruent are

independent of the range in regard to geometrical effects. However, at-

mompheric ausorption and scattering are functions of range and cannot, in

general, be neglected. The final output of the instrument is therefore

RR 61-9 9
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expressed in terms of an apparrat spcetral radiance of the source as ob-

serve(d at the instrument lncatitin, Typical data will be shown and die-

cussed later.

Photographic Pyrometer

This instrument produces a photographic record of a spatial distribution

in apparent spectral radiance at a low spectral resolution; its construc-

tion and use have been described in detail elsewhere (Ref. 8 and 9).

The optical arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 4. The field of

view of the camera includes both the rocket exhaust flame at some dis-

tance, and a set of tungsten ribbon lamps located in the instrument chas-

sis. The lamps are set at brightness temperatures spanning those of int-

erest in the flame; calibration is obtained using an optical pyrometer in

place of the camera. The collimating lenses are adjusted so that the

lamp filaments and the rocket flame are simultaneously brought into focus;

field stops in front of the lamps define the portions of the filaments in

use. Therefore, a single exposure simultaneously produces images of the

flame and the calibrating lamps. Filters and films may be choseu to iso-

late relatively narrow bands as desired from 0.3 to 1.1p. ; simultaneous

operation at three distinct wavelength intervals was accomplished for a

special parpose by use of a direct color-separation camera (Refo. 10).

Data reduction is similar to that previously describeC. For each file

record the photographic densities are determined usin, a microdensitee-

eter. A graph of density vs the corresponding reciprocal brightness took-

perature (which can be shown to be equivalent 'to the fLmiliar density 'e

log exposure characterization of the film response) ti,'.s conttitutes an

individual calibration for each record. Control of expomtirv and

iu 61-9 U
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development is necessary only to the degree required to produce photo-

graphic densities on the linear region of the film response. The local

density within the film image of the exhaust flame can then be directly

related to a brightness temperature which is, of course an alternate ex-

pression of the spectral radiance. A complete analysis can so be made

to produce a two-dimensional distribution in brightness temperature over

the entire projected area of the exhaust jet. The advantages of photo-

graphic pyrometry for such purposes are quite obvious; the equipment is

simple, inexpensive, remotely operabic, insensitive to spurious signals

generated by the high acoustic levels present, and capable of producing

quantitative data on a permanent record which is ýt the same tine photo-

metric and fiducial. Spectral radiances obtained with this inst.rument

in simultaneous observations with the tolespectrograph were in ,-ery cloa,

agreement.

A somewhat distinct application of the photographic pyrometer lies in its

use in a two-path arrangcment whereby the actual gas temperature and the

spectral emissivity of rocket exhaust products are simultaneously deter-

mined. Extensive use of the instrument in this manner has been mad* in

studies of the expansion of liquid oxygen/kerosene combustion products

in a rocket nozzle (Ref. 11). The nozzle and chamber geometry were such

to produce a quite uniform and homogeneous exhaust at the nozzle exit;

independent spectroscopic measurements verified the continuity nt tho

emission over the bandpass of the instrument. A corner-cube reflector

(in this case a glass prism) behind the flame effectively doubled the

apparent depth of the flame, and two values of spectral radiance could

thereby be simultaneously determiued. The nozzle Px.t temperature, T 0

could then be calculated using the relation

RR 61-9 13
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where T is the single-path brightness temperature at the nozzle exit,
br

R()) the curner-cube reflectance, and N IN the ratio of double-pathx'NX
and single-path radiance.

Figure 5 is a reproduction of a typical film record; Fig. 6 is an en-

larged view of the nozzle exit region showing the brighter image of

the corner cube. Data for a typical series of motor runs at vario-a

propellant mixture ratios are shown in Fig. 7 in comparison with the

theoretical curves, the terms "frozen" and "shifting" referring to

zero and infinite rates in the recombination of dissociated products

during the expansion in the nozzle. An apparent difference is noted

in the data obtained with a regencratively cooled chamber compared with

"that obtained when the chamber was modified for water cooling. This

modification was made to permit operation over a wider range of mixture

ratio; in the process the length of the chamber was increased, and hence

a greater heat loss was incurred before the products entered the nozzle.

In both cases, the fact that the experimental data exceeded both theo-

retical values at very low mixture ratios was attributed to the failure

of one or more of the idealizing assumptions taken in the theruochimlcal

calculations. The scatter in the data are typical, and are presumid to

be primarily due to intermittent inhomogeneities in the exhaust, Vhich

occur at random and appear as flashes in an otherwise more uniform flow.

Infrared Spectral and Total Teleradiosmter

An infrared spectral and total telerattiometer, hereafter referred to asi

the IRSATT, vus designed to produce absolute measurements of the alpa•amt

infrared spectral radiance of rocket exhaust jets from a remote station%

This instruwent has also been described in detail elsewhere (eet. 12).

Basically, it consists of a prism monochromator equipped with photocon-

ductive drtictora, and a set of telescopic entrance optics that fenatre

14 RR fi I ,9
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two beam-splitting devices: a "preslit" similar to that used in the

teles.pectrograp]i Lu 4efine the field of view within a rtal image of the

rocket exhaust flame; and a reflecting chopper, positioned close to the

slit of the monochromator, to permit the distinguishing of temporal frof

gpectra•i variations in the observed radiance. (The optical arrangement

;- c.;:cnt.ially the same as that uf the two-path spectral radiometer,

uhich is to be discussed in more detail presently.)

The IRSATT was de-igzned specifically for rocket exhaust radiation meas-

urements; accordiRtgly, the resolution and range of scanning rates were

chosen as best compromises for that application. The spectral range of-

the inot.--ment depen3s on the detector and prism combination; at 2 mi-

crons, the resolution is 0.005 microns and the scanning rate is variable

from 0.003 to 3.0 microns/second. It was constructed to accommodate a

variety of detectors.

Representative data obtained with this instrument, using a lead sulfide

detector, are shown in Fig. 8, along with data obtained with the tele-

spectrograph. These data represent the apparent spectral radiance of

the exhaust jet from a medium-size, pressure-fed rocket thrust chamber

using liquid oxygen and kerosene as propellants. The dominant feature

of the spectrum is a continuum, presumably due to solid carbon borne by

the gases. Superimposed on this continuous radiation are the molecular

emission bands of water and carbon dioxide, the ccntcrs of which are

missing by virtue of the atmospheric absorption between the flame and

the instrument. Absolute intensity calibration was accomplished in a

manner similar to the calibration of the telespectrograph by ume of a

blackbody source and a pair of auxiliary mirrors. The repeatability was

such that spectra, obtained at different times from engines operating

under essentially identical conditions, were virtually indistinguishable

except for variations in the atmospheric absorption with changes in the

ambient humidity.

18 RR 61-9
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Comparable measurements of the apparent spectral radiance of a soot-free

exhaust jet in which water was the major constituent are shown in Fig. 9.

The specti-u- consists of the wings of theeemission bands from the hot

molecules. and therefore represents radiation primarily from transitions

among levels above the ground state, the corresponding 1rannitions in ab-

sorption by the cool water in the surrounding atmosphere being highly

improbable.

Two-Path Spectral Radiometer

This instnment is essentially a smaller model of the IRSATT and was de-

signed spec.fically for close-range measurements on smaller rocket en-

gives in a two-path arrangement.

The optical arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 10. Radiatiom

from the flame is reflected by two diagonal flats into a Newtonian tele-

scope which creates an image of the flame in a plane intersected by the

"preslit." The light reflected by the "preslit" is re-imaged on the slit

of the monochromator. A reflecting chopper interrupts the beam, half of

which enters the monochromator, and is dispersed in a double pass through

the prism; the reflected half is directed onto a thermistor bolometer,

the function of which is to monitor the gross radiation from the flame

while the dispersed light is being scanned. In this way temporal Var-

ations may be distinguished from spectral variations during the scam;

"hot flashes" would appear as spikes on both record, 'rue spectral in-

formation only on the output of the detector in the mouochrouator. As

with the previously described instruments, a small cameu produces a ft-

ducial photograph with the shadow of the "preslit" defining a field at

view within the flame.
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Aiu absolute intensity cplibration is obtained by removing the second

diagonal flat in the optical path for the flame radiation. This permits

the radiation from a blackbody source to enter the optical system with

precisely the same number -if i.ons' , O -.s tiviaL.i-g any ,vpd fer '-e-

flectance corrections. The blackbody radiator, designed specifically for

this purpose, is capable of continuous operation at temperatures up to

2000 K, and is therefore able to spat? those normally encountered in

rocket exhaust Flrmes. The aperture of the blackbody is a 1 x 5 m rec-

tangle, the image of which fills the "preslit" and hence the entrance

slit of the monochromator also.

Motor drives are provided for remote operation of the wavelength scanning

drive and the internal-external detector change mechanism. A coded wheel

on the wavelength drive shaft interrupts light on a small phototransistor,

the recorded output of which establishes the wavelength during scanning.

The output of the two spectral and the total detectors are a-c amplified,

synchronously rectified, and recorded on a direct-writing oscillograph;

parallel channels with adjustable electronic gaiu provide increased dy-

namic range. An uncocled lead-sulfide cell and a photnmnltiplier tube,

as internal and external detectors, provide aa effective wavelength range

of 0.Yi Lo 3.0 microns.

The doubling of apparent depth of the exhaust flame was achipvpd,•in the

same manner previously described for the photographic pyrometer, by

sighting on a corner-cube reflector which was positioned behind the flme

and periodically obscured with a rotating shutter. This reflector was

constructed of first-surfaced aluminized quartz fits contacted together,

and had a clear ape'rture of 2 inche&; the face of the shutter was Corru-

gated with narrow grooves and finished with a matte black paint to ".-

duce -its reflectance. Ths experimental arrangement is Aha,41 in Fig, it.
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The duct through uhich the id-t rument is sighted affords control of the

tmerpherc in the o',ticdl pach. For abs rption-frce measurements,

.•11hiro w.lut,• are ins.ai~c at tne -o, n eds adjacent to the flame,

,lid :tie •n-tire optical pith, including that w'ithin the radi.,mLer itself,

is flu.•e'hd uiil- dry aitrngen,

In Lnis t•j-pa.- arrangement, fror the tvo values obtained for the a1PpaA-

Pnt spectral radiance, the spectral emi.Qivit:. ari absorption coefficient

mat be determined. Typical results of a specific study to determine the

•-t-..ssivity of the carbon soot in oxygen-hydrocarbon combustion products

are shown in Fig. 12, in comparison with values predicted frow. clectro-

mamnetic theory. The experimental data shnm,& vere obtained duriLg a

single run of the motor at a particular cham.ber pressure and mixture

ratio. Spectral c.-_issivitie.; measured during a number of runs shcwed

similar distributions slightl3 displaced, as would be expected for dif-

ferent amounts of soot,; the concentration has been found to vary in a

somewhat random fashion, but on the average is greater at higher pressures

SOU•;ES OF ERROR

The ultimate attbinable precisi..- of the measurements of apparent spec-

tral radiance of rocket exhausts as reported herein would depend upon zthe

accuracy of the optical nvrometer used to calibrate the standard lamps

and blachbody sources built into the varicuF instruments, in practice

the precision depended more upon such factors as the readability of rec-

ords, detector drifts or optical misalignments in the instruments between

ralibration iwd operation, the detector responsivity, and the slope of

the blackbody function. For the case hecre atmospheric absorption and

scattering can be shown to be negligible, this precision in the measure-

ment of the apparert spectral radiance is easily determined and can be

RR 61-Q 25
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taken directly to be the absolute accuracy in a measurement of the actual

spectral radiance of the exhaust, provided, of course, the radiation

originates along the line of sight within the flame. Obviously, error

would be introduced by radiation from lackgrotmd sources seen through the

exhai.•t, or scuateri.,1 "FA.'. the opt. ival path by condensed material dis-

persed in the exhaust gases. In the latter regard, an interesting possi-

bility is that radiation from the much hotter and denser gases in the

chamber may be scattered by the exhaust. In this case, the scattered com-

ponent of the apparent radiance observed in the plane of the nozzle exit

would be plane-polarized in the direction normal to the line of sight and

the axis of the jet. It has been shown that scattering contributes neg-

ligibly to the observed emission from small flames (Ref. 13); its contri-

bution to the emission from the larger and optically more dense rocket

exhaust has not been determined.

".hen measurements of spectral radiance are to be related to a thermo-

dynamic temperature of the gas stream, no statement of the absolute ac-

curacy of a temperature measurement can be made; the reliability of the

deduced temperatures depends strictly on the validity of the assumptions

involved in the deduction. Perhaps the most frequent source of error in

this regard is an incorrect assumpti.-n of a homogeneous radiation field-

the effects of "self-absorption" due to macroscopic gradients along the

line of sight have been discussed previously. However, nonequilibrium

on the microscopic scale can algo info.dnce large errors, amid it becomes

necessary to consider the source of the radiation being measured.. Pr

many of the presently reported measurement", the emission was from a rel-

atively low concentration of solid carbonaceous material borne by the

gases. Evaluation of such errors in this case reduces to a de'teirmiuti4v

of any difference in temperature between the two phases at the plane ao

the measurement. Calculations (Ref, Ii) have show that spherical

RR 61-9 27
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particles of carbon smaller than LOOOA should not significantly lag the

gas temperature duriiig the expansion in the nozzle. Tn ,rde- to deter-

mine particle sizes, samples of soot collected from the combustinn ehan-

her and the exhiaust jet of the moi,or used in Lhe two-path experimenuts

wcre. xamitwio, hy electron micruocopy-. Figure 13 is a micrograph of

soot deposited on a quartz disc momentarily immersed in the exhaust jet.

The particles are seen as approximately spherical in shape and range in

diameter from 200 to 40OOX. Similar micrographs of samples nollected on

a window in the combustion chamber during operations at various mixture
0

ratios showed particles of 300 to 700A diameter.

For emission from atowic or molecular transitions, the criterion for

local thermodynamic equilibrium is that the radiative lifetime of the
emitting species be longer than the time required to attain energy equi-

libration by collisions with other components of the gas. Since radi-

ative lifetimes fwr vibration-rotation transitions are relatively long

compared to those for electronic transitions, nonequilibrium radiation

is more likely to be observed as ultraviolet or visible emission; also

it is more likely to be produced by a low-pressure gas which is absorb-

ing large quantities of energy from a local chemical reaction or from an

extraneous source. A thorough analysis of the energy transfer and emis-

sive processes for a rocket engine would have to include these and other

characteristic times -- cociated with the flow of combustion products

through the ehmhber, the nozzles and the itauding waves in the exhaust

jet. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of the present report; again,

however, such complicating effects would be minimal at the nonale oxit

region of the exhaust.

**Performed by Sloan Research Industries, Inc., Santa Tiarars, Calif.,
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